Dear UNH Community Members, Alumni, Friends, & Supporters of SHARPP,

It’s very likely that I don’t have to tell you about the incredible work of supporting survivors and preventing violence that we do here at SHARPP, because in some way, you have likely already been a part of it or witnessed it firsthand. We could not have spent the past 35+ years doing this work without the support and advocacy of our community, alumni, former volunteers and staff, and friends and allies of all kinds.

We are approaching a time of year that is incredibly significant for the SHARPP community for several reasons—2023 marks the 35th anniversary of SHARPP as we know it today, April marks our annual observance of Sexual Assault Awareness Month, and today marks the start of the University of New Hampshire’s annual (603) Challenge. I am reaching out to request that you please consider making a gift to the Sexual Harassment & Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP) today as a part of the challenge.

Funds donated to support SHARPP are used to continue to support survivors and prevent violence in the UNH community, offer opportunities for students to participate in experiences like our annual SHARPP Leaders Institute, and to bring powerful programming to campus like the events we’ve hosted this past year and plan to host this April.

Please consider helping us start this challenge strong by donating to SHARPP. No gift is too small, whether you’re giving $5 or $100. We cannot say enough how much we value your support and contribution. Thank you for your continued support of SHARPP and helping to make a meaningful difference this SAAM.

If you’d like to make a gift, you can do so securely by visiting this link.

Sincerely,

Rachel A. Stewart, Director
The Sexual Harassment & Rape Prevention Program Team